Relationships between cell killing, mutation induction and DNA damage in X-irradiated V79 cells: the influence of oxygen and DMSO.
The relationships between cell killing, mutation induction and DNA double (dsb) and single (ssb) strand breaks have been studied in V79 cells irradiated with X-rays under oxic and anoxic conditions in the presence and in the absence of dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO). Curvilinear relationships were found between all pairs of endpoints, except for dsb versus ssb. Statistical analysis of experimental data has shown that in the absence of DMSO there is evidence of good correlations between cell killing, mutation induction and dsb in oxic and anoxic conditions. However, when DMSO was present, no significant correlation was found. In the presence of oxygen DMSO always exerts a protective effect while in anoxia it is generally much less protective and induces a strong sensitization with respect to mutation induction. Possibly DMSO acts not only as a radical scavenger but also as an agent inducing chromatin relaxation and/or under anoxia, forming highly mutagenic short-term radicals. The present data suggest that lethal and mutational events are at least partially independent and not proportional to the initial number of DNA breaks. This may imply that either other kinds of lesions are involved in cell lethality and mutability, or dose-dependent repair mechanisms of dsb have to be considered.